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Adopting a Retail Phygital Experience
via Open Innovation: The Story of WOW
Mª Julia Prats

With a $26 trillion size globally in 2021, the retail sector is experiencing an adoption of technologies
to improve consumers’ omnichannel experiences in order to secure access anytime, anywhere, on
any device, and with any content. This development has been catalyzed by the recent pandemic,
and the growth of more digitalized generations, among other factors. Meanwhile, laws protecting
consumers’ data have been reinforced.
However, while research indicates that e-commerce sales (digital) are expected to grow by 13%
annually worldwide, 78% of the total purchases are estimated to still be made in-store (physically)
by 2024. So then, how to secure this ‘phygital’ integration between the physical (in the store) and
the digital purchasing experience (in the e-commerce)? Touch kiosks, connected mirrors, beacons,
and commercial augmented reality are some of the technologies that retailers are applying in order
to integrate this concept.
Adidas has introduced some of them to allow consumers to digitally try on clothes before
purchasing in person. In the case of Gucci, in collaboration with Snapchat and the startup Wannaby,
consumers can not only try their products but also personalize them before the purchase. Others
aim to improve other steps of the customer journey such as Tesco’s virtual store in Seoul’s subway
or its contactless service in London, Amazon Go’s delocalized picking service, and more.
Following this trend, the startup WOW—founded in 2019 in Madrid (Spain)—has developed a
sandbox to test startup technologies aiming to later improve the phygital experiences of other
retailers. With a €42 million investment, the startup’s first physical store encompasses six floors of
premium products addressing white-collar customers. It uses the building as an extended arm of
its e-commerce.
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The Retail Industry: Some of the Recent Trends and Challenges
In 2021, the global retail market generated sales of over $26 trillion, with a forecast to reach over
$30 trillion by 2024.1 It is currently undergoing a deep transformation due to factors such as the
rapid development of tech-enabled new revenue models as well as the changes in consumershopping interactions. These are behaviors that have been catalyzed by restrictions to mobility in a
post-pandemic time with trends that were already rising such as ubiquitous consumption (the
ability to access and consume goods and services anytime and anyplace), an improvement in user
experience, and crowd creativity (developing products by crowdsourcing creative designs, ideas, or
executions).2
Some retail pioneers almost went bankrupt in 2020 such as the former American department store
Lord & Taylor that “was forced” to be transformed into e-commerce. Meanwhile, Amazon’s share
price rose from over 72% between the end of 2019 and August of 2021.3 Due to the changes in how
retailers and consumers view locational choices, e-commerce is projected to account for 25–40%
of sales across categories.4 Like Amazon, other retailers such as Walmart, CVS Pharmacy,
Walgreens, and Home Depot have adopted technology to improve operations and provide more
appealing customer experiences.5
Another challenge for physical retailers, following the development of non-store retailing, is
reinventing the functions of physical outlets. Currently, virtual channels have built a significant
customer base by providing a broader assortment than supermarkets,6 outstripping one of the main
competitive advantages of large superstores: the possibility of offering a very wide range of
goods.2,6

Behavioral Factors: Faster, More Informed, Convenient, and Digital Purchases
Nowadays, consumers are increasingly ordering online seeking faster purchases and less stress (for
some) than buying in crowded supermarkets and shopping malls. Over the last decade,
omnichannel retailers have increased shopping convenience by creating delivery points at locations
with a high commuter flow.2 In 2011, the British retail giant Tesco, for example, launched its first
virtual store located in a Seoul subway station based on the observation that the typical Seoul
commuter did not have time to shop in a traditional store. In line with this movement, retailers
such as the Americans Walmart and Target have been some of the pioneers in implementing
curbside pickup services, which allows customers to collect their order from a convenient location.7
However, it is a matter of not only time but also channel. On average, Internet users spend around
75 hours a month on social media such as the short-form video hosting TikTok and Facebook (from
Meta), apps that in 2021 had 656 and 416 million downloads globally, respectively.8 This is why
retailers and e-commerce are leveraging these platforms. Furthermore, Generation Alpha Internet
users–those born between 2010 and 2024–are expected to grow up surrounded by the metaverse.
This demographic is already hanging out with their friends in virtual playgrounds such as the online
game platforms Roblox and Minecraft, expressing themselves with online avatars. Looking to 2030,
this segment is expected to account for nearly a quarter of the world’s population.9,10

Legal Factors: Stricter Data Protection
With this rising adoption of digital technologies and related data collection from consumers, the
retail industry has faced the introduction of a much more severe General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), starting in March 2018.
The 50,000-word-directive and the threatened fines of up to €20 million or 4% of the total
worldwide annual turnover (whichever is higher) have impacted how retail companies manage their
consumers’ data.11 In 2021, a major e-commerce corporation faced one of the biggest privacy
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fines—a €746 million penalty—by the European Union, for violating these data protection rules.12
In October 2020, a multinational clothing retailer was also fined €35.3 million by the Data Protection
Authority of Hamburg because the German branch was maintaining excessive details about
employees’ private lives since 2014.13

Technological Factors: An Omnichannel Perspective
Since the appearance of sophisticated smartphones, customers demand purchasing processes that
happen anytime, anywhere, on any device, and with any content. Customers now expect retailers'
selling technologies to be inherently ubiquitous.14,15
According to recent industry research, there are three common problems that retailers face in the
implementation of an omnichannel strategy. First, there is an unclear understanding of what parts
of the omnichannel are crucial to prioritize through investments. Second, there is an increasing
focus on tech capabilities rather than customer value, and without a proper grounding in customer
needs to determine how these investments will create and sustain value at scale (e.g., there were
attempts to just add digital assets to traditional physical store networks that were predominant
among retailers). Lastly, there is a failure to sequence investments in line with the strategy because
of a lack of critical thinking to identify the starting point and the specific capabilities needed to
succeed at each step.16 These are some of the factors to consider when combining physical and
digital assets under a single and integrated vision.
Moreover, in 2013, studies were already announcing how the retail industry was evolving toward a
seamless omnichannel experience.15,16 However, whilst a recent analysis suggests that e-commerce
worldwide sales are expected to grow by 13%17 annually, 78% of the total purchases are estimated
to still be made in-store by 2024.18 Some companies are working on this equilibrium with a phygital
perspective (See Section 2), in which physical and digital experiences are aimed to be smoothly
integrated, following a holistic approach to the customer.19

Phygital: Combining Physical and Digital Experiences
In 2013, the Australian marketing agency Momentum, coined the term “phygital,” contracting the
words physical and digital. This concept is growing in the retail industry, where digital and physical
experiences are blending into one.20 The distinction between physical and online is vanishing,
“turning the world into a showroom without walls.”21
In this sector, phygital is frequently used when referring to the shift from cross-channel to an
omnichannel logic for connected stores that incorporate digital technologies such as touch kiosks,
connected mirrors, beacons, and commercial augmented reality (CAR).19
Touch kiosks enable interactivity via a specialized type of digital display that responds to pressure
or placement of certain types of objects on the screen, such as a finger, or a stylus. It allows the
customer to access the full catalog even if the items are not in stock. With connected mirrors,
shoppers can view product information, request different sizes and colors, and ask for
recommendations.
Beacon technology is a small, wireless transmitter that uses low-energy Bluetooth technology to
send signals to other smart devices nearby. It serves as a location technology and for proximity
marketing. It can reach customers’ smartphones to send them product suggestions, coupons, or
rewards.
The use of CAR started in 2010 with virtual dressing rooms for e-commerce. Now it yields a wider
number of applications in both physical and digital stores. It describes augmented reality
applications that support various commercial activities.
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Furthermore, there are many ways to enrich the shopping experience, while ensuring that both
parties gain better information from each other: reserving digital baskets via customers’
smartphones, reading and sharing product QR codes, live-streaming their shopping experiences
and interactions via social media (i.e., live shopping), to name a few. The use cases of phygital
experiences are quite diverse.19
Some retailers have introduced sensing technologies to automate in-person processes, reducing
the immediate pain of payment that is delayed. For instance, Amazon Go has stores with the
technology to automate in-person shopping processes.22 In the United Kingdom, the supermarket
chain Tesco has also opened its first checkout-free store in central London, enabling customers to
check in at the store entrance with a smartphone app, select the products they want, and leave
without needing to scan their purchases or pay for them at the checkout.23
Even as early as 2012, the fast-moving consumer goods French retailer Groupe Casino opened one
of the first contactless purchasing solutions based on image recognition and NFC (near-field
communication). These two technologies enabled customers to use their smartphones to select a
product in a matter of seconds and access data—such as pricing and nutritional facts—before they
decide to add it to the cart. 2,24
Others have implemented augmented and virtual reality to evaluate before purchasing, increasing
the product attachment. The German sports apparel company Adidas has introduced these
technologies for digitally trying on clothes before purchasing in person.25 Similar services are
offered by the Italian luxury fashion brand Gucci, which, in collaboration with the Lithuanian startup
Wannaby and the American multimedia instant messaging app Snapchat, allow for not only trying
on their products but to personalize them before the purchase.26 In parallel, other startups, and
consulting firms are trying to develop this concept, such as the British tech startup Mercaux, which
aims to develop in-store experiences, universal baskets, and checkout platforms designed to
provide customers with a frictionless shopping experience.
In 2022, Inditex’s Zara opened one of its flagship stores in Madrid (at Plaza de España) to showcase
some of its phygital functionalities. With its app’s “store mode” function, customers can select a
fitting room to avoid lines, scan and add products to the shopping cart, and decide how they want
to pay—either via the app or in-store. When paying through the app, they can remove the product’s
electroacoustic alarm by scanning a QR code. Additionally, the store also allows automatic returns
by scanning the QR code at the self-service checkout machine.

WOW: Testing Phygital Technologies Through Open Innovation
Based on these principles, the startup WOW was founded in 2019, to mix physical locations with
an online marketplace. It is an operator of an online marketplace intended to offer a go-to
marketplace for early adopters with physical branches. The company’s omnichannel platform offers
a curation of lifestyle brands for millennialsi and Gen Zii that combines cutting-edge physical
locations with a centralized marketplace.
In March 2021, its first physical store opened in Madrid city (Spain), at the beginning of the crowded
street of Gran Via, a central location for white-collar buyers, and international travelers (See Exhibit
1.). This store embodies a highly diversified number of mid to premium articles across categories
(e.g., executive chairs for €7,270; handbags between €100–€1,250, jackets between €150–
€1,300)27, with low stocks, encouraging online purchases via consumers’ phones and store displays.

i
ii

Born between 1981 and 1996.
Born between 1997 and 2012.
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The scanning of QR codesiii facilitates this process through the floors27 where different categories
of products are offered:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Floor -1: the so-called “Tech Garage” features a 3D-printed marine landscape and an
augmented reality integration that blends technology products into nature (See Figure 1.).
Floor 0: the “Self-Care Lab” is a pink-hued space crafted to fulfill cosmetic needs, where you
have experiences such as a self-diagnosis tool to identify the quality of your skin through a
camera and a multiple-choice survey shown on a screen (See
Figure 2.).
Floors 1 to 3: “Fashion Hub” and “Urban District” are three floors dedicated to apparel and
sneakers, with digital-native brands, established brands, and sports-focused brands each
taking up a space of their own (See Figure 3 and
Figure 4.).
Floor 4: the "Home Boulevard” showcases homeware aligned with metaverse-inspired
aesthetics. (See Figure 5.).
Floor 5: the “Gastro Marketplace” gourmet space is designed with the presence of Michelin
Star-awarded chefs and music performances (See Figure 6.).

The shop has been designed as an experience, focusing on consumers seeking premium products.
According to the company, nearly 80% of the audience is at least 35 years old and combines local
consumers with a high buying power as well as wealthy tourists. The remaining 20% of the
customers are young people interested in the novel concept rather than in buying products. This
second audience, looking for experiences (e.g., gaming events, fashion shows, and product
launches) boost the visibility of the store through social media, while increasing engagement with
the store’s brands.
Later, in October 2022, the company rented a new building in one of the exclusive shopping areas
of Madrid: the Salamanca district. Expected to open doors in the second half of 2023, this second
space (in Serrano Street) is going to focus on elegant fashion, formal (or smart casual), and
premium-luxury brands. This will complement Gran Via’s approach, more dedicated to urban
fashion, sports, and premium brands.28
This experience-oriented journey has a twofold advantage: firstly, it intrigues and incentivizes
customers to enter the store. Secondly, the layout of the store provides a conducive environment
for the commercial validation of proofs of concept through technological demos. These advantages
can enhance the analytical capabilities of the company, especially when combined with initiatives
that incentivize customers’ engagement in order to tailor their experiences. For instance, during
the first months after the opening in Madrid, customers were required to fill out a form before
entering the store.
In short, with this combined strategy under the phygital umbrella, the company can get ahead to
validate four hypotheses: (i) the customer acquisition cost can be optimized, (ii) the selling
conversion rate can be improved, (iii) the lifetime value per customer can increase, and (iv) the
company can equally balance a 50-50% revenue spread coming from digital and physical channels.

iii

A QR code is a type of matrix barcode.
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Some of the Technologies in Validation
In ‘store mode’ functionality via the mobile app, touch kiosks and connected mirrors offer to
customers a unified experience with a single cart. Video analytics—based on artificial intelligence—
drawing customer traffic maps, outdoor and indoor geolocation, radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags included in the products as well as other sensors generate context information that
allows for understanding their behaviors, while reaching them when they are buying. This real-time
intel is also available to the sales associates, equipped with devices to visualize the information.
These technologies aim to reduce customers’ friction points such as payment, and increase the
conversion rate. Capabilities such as allowing customers to request other sizes and
recommendations without leaving the fitting room and being supported by the clerks in real time
can be differentiating factors in pursuing these goals.29 However, some of these technologies have
to overcome challenges to be successfully validated and implemented such as the increasing public
concern about data privacy.30
Are these new technologies? Despite the emergence of the concept, many of these technologies
implemented are based on existing ingredients: Tesco’s contactless service, Apple’s store
experience, and Amazon's delocalized picking services, to name a few (See Section 1.). Others, such
as synchronous stock management in real-time, have been implemented by Tesco and Walmart for
years.31

From Startup to Sandbox to Phygital-as-a-service (PHaaS)
Although WOW was launched as a startup in 2019, it quickly became a way to prototype new
startup technologies in the retail sector in a low-risk environment (sandbox) via open innovationiv,
as part of the ecosystem of innovative initiatives surrounding WOW.
With the creation of its venture capital fund Kapita in 2021 (focused on retail innovation)v, WOW
became a way to test and adopt at speed new technologies from the fund’s investment portfolio
of startups. For instance, the phygital store operating system led by the start-up Jogotech (a Kapita’s
investee) has become one of the backbones of WOW, including Jogotech’s chief executive officer
as WOW interim chief technology officer. Moreover, this ecosystem has been later enhanced with
other activities such as the creation of the Retail Innovation Lab, a start-up incubation program.32,33
After corporate retailers started to visit the building, the store also became a showroom for retail
technologies, a way to demonstrate technologies for later sale to those companies. Currently, the
company is developing a few collaborations to advance in the PaaS strategy by supporting the
adoption of phygital technologies at the Mexican retailer Palacio del Hierro and the fashion
Tendam.
During the process, the company has developed partnerships with technological players not only
to decrease the implementation cost but also to secure the scalability of the services. The list
includes tech companies such as SAP, Salesforce, Amazon Web Services, and Oracle.

iv

Open innovation assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as the firms look to advance their technology,
according to Henry Chesbrough’s definition.
v Every year, the venture capital fund Kapita analyzes nearly 3,000 startups.
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Exhibit 1: WOW Store Pictures
Figure 1. WOW 1st floor (Tech Garage)

Source: Puro Diseño, 2022.34

Figure 2. Entrance to WOW via 1st floor (Self-Care Lab)

Source: Archilovers, 2022.35
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Figure 3. WOW 1st and 2nd floors (Fashion Hub)

Source: Puro Diseño, 2022.34

Figure 4. WOW 3rd floor (Urban District)

Source: Puro Diseño, 2022.34
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Figure 5. WOW 4th floor (Home Boulevard)

Source: Puro Diseño, 2022.34

Figure 6. WOW 5th floor (Gourmet Marketplace)

Source: Expansion, 2022.35
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